
 

Trade Tantrums 

It was a bumpy day for stock markets yesterday, purportedly due to "the Donald" appearing 

to step back from the brink of a trade war with China. The President signalled he may take a 

less confrontational path toward curbing Chinese investments, whilst the Federal Reserve 

Bank of Atlanta President warned that any disruption to trade could increase risk to the 

economy.(nothing quite like stating the obvious!) 

Stepping back from the day to day "noise" of the markets and from market commentators, 

particularly as the latter tend to get the "cause and effect" consistently wrong, our Investment 

Markets Overview (IMO) for last week led with comment on "Smoot Hawley," the tariff act 

signed into law in June 1930. 

The "free-taster" went on to note that the act was implemented within months of the Dow 

Jones Industrial Average hitting its then all-time high of September 1929 and provided a 

Socionomics observation that the Dow had already fallen  45% by June 1930, so the 

event had followed the declining collective social mood, with the act then adding 

considerable strain to the international economic climate to what became the Great 

Depression.  

 

IMO subscribers were also informed that the US Congress had passed the "Fordney-

McCumber Tariff Act" in 1922, which also followed the 46% Dow slump of 1920 - late 1921. 

Then towards the end of the 400% rally for the Dow by 1929, the 1927 "League of Nations' 

World Economic Conference vowed to end tariffs only for many of the delegate governments 

to do the opposite, impose more tariffs.  

https://www.investmentmatters.club/blog/investment-market-overview-w-e-22nd-june-2018
https://www.investmentmatters.club/#shop-now


Fast forward to today and there have been similar mutterings at recent G7 meetings and 

indeed at the World Economic Forums held at Davos, only for the "pledges" to be rescinded. 

International trade is so much larger and more important today than in the 1920s, when 

trade represented only 9% of global output, according to "A Splendid Exchange: How Trade 

Shaped the World." Therefore the potential damage to global growth and jobs are so much 

larger this time around.  

Regular readers of the Investment Markets Overview will be aware of the 

Socionomics input to assist in explaining the "why now" as opposed to the event 

itself. It also explains the fact that economic data follows the stock-market (the 

barometer of collective social mood.)This is confirmed once again by a glance at 

"world trade volume," chart courtesy of the CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic 

Policy Analysis: 

 

The lag tends to be around 9-months and explains why the collapse of global trade followed 

the 2007/09 global financial crisis, since when it made a muted recovery as the collective 

social mood improved.  

Unfortunately for policy-makers, business and for the majority of investors', the Dow 

barometer peaked in late January of this year and if this is the "real-deal" high in collective 

social mood, the current Dow and the World-trade charts will look a lot different within the 

next couple of years. 

"History can teach us a lot, Socionomics so much more" 
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